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Abstract A computational social simulation encourages systematic 

reasoning about the management of innovation teams and organiza-

tional creativity. This article draws upon historical literature to identify a 

potential dilemma faced by business organizations: Is it better to promote 

creative behavior across a whole organization or focus on the development 

of small and highly creative teams? We formulate the dilemma from the 

literature on organizational creativity, and explore it using a multi-agent 

simulation. Our study models creative behavior abstractly, as the ability 

to introduce novelty. By varying the scale and scope of non-conformist 

behavior in the simulation, our research supports the systematic study of 

the breadth vs. depth dilemma. The results of this study invite an informed 

examination of strategies to sustain innovation based on the introduction 

of either a small number of significantly novel ideas, or a large number of 

novel but more familiar ideas. Results from this study on change agency 

also indicate that there is a possible trade-off between a highly creative 

team and its creative efficiency, drawing attention to the importance of a 

creative critical mass in an organization. We also discuss the implications 

of these results and our research approach.
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Introduction 
Scholars have noted the strategic role that creativity plays in business for more 
than six decades. As early as the 1950s, specialized articles recommended that 
business leaders “work hard at the task of maintaining a stimulating atmosphere 
for creative thinking.”1 Today, evidence-based recommendations to foster creative 
organizational climates include the recognition that “the challenge to creativity is 
understanding when and where to be creative, and the set of practices that support 
practical creativity entail strategically allocating your creative efforts.”2 Organiza-
tional creativity is highly complex because “creativity is complex, leading creative 
efforts is complex, and planning for creativity is also complex. Thus we are left with 
an array of interrelated factors affecting creative efforts which are complicated to 
articulate, and even more complicated to implement successfully.”3 A fundamental 
question related to this complexity is the tension between cultivating creativity 
widely across the organization or focusing on augmenting the creativity of a few 
specialists.4 As with other dichotomies in the management of competing demands 
of creative and routine work, a critical leadership function is to ensure that support 
and resources are available for creative work, whilst “an overabundance may stifle 
their creativity.”5 

Businesses need leadership strategies to better support the kind of idea gener-
ation that leads to radical or disruptive change or innovation. On the one hand, 
creative capacities are universal and essential for “our health and well-being, 
offering richness and alternatives in what we do, and helping us move further in 
our creative and personal development.”6 In that sense, organizations could seek 
to promote the creative capacities of all their employees. However, considering 
the intricacies involved in evaluating new ideas, and the journey between idea and 
implementation, a substantial growth in new individual initiatives may lead to 
unfeasible and uncertain results at the organizational level. In the context of inno-
vation, “an organization would prefer ninety-nine bad ideas and one outstanding 
idea to one hundred merely good ideas.”7 Some have characterized the question 
between exploitation and exploration as the dilemma of management: “great profits 
may result from increased efficiency, and equally great profits may result from 
creativity and inventiveness. Yet the means by which the two are stimulated are not 
necessarily compatible.”8 

In order to jump-start disruptive change, there are two possible types of strat-
egies for organizational creativity: allocate resources to support new initiatives 
across the entire organization (breadth-first), or sacrifice scope and concentrate on 
specialized units of change agency (depth-first). Leaders face such breadth-first vs. 
depth-first dilemmas when it comes to facilitating change initiatives in their orga-
nizations. These strategies may lead to different types of outcomes. However, we do 
not sufficiently understand the effects of implementing the strategies and hence 
there is no clear guidance on how to resolve the breadth vs. depth dilemma. 

In this article, we present a computational social simulation as a method for 
systematic inquiry into change agency principles in business organizations. We use 
agent-based simulation as a lens through which to consider key ideas related to 
organizational creativity. This approach enables us to define and implement models 
representing the characteristics and behavior of individual agents, and analyze 
multiple scales of interaction, including the emergence of macro or societal struc-
tures from aggregate, decentralized, individual action.9 

In the second section of the article, we review the literature on organizational 
creativity, focusing on the breadth-depth dilemma as explained above, and previous 
studies of social creativity using computational social simulations. In section three, 
we describe a simulation model built to examine the effects of disruptive indi-
viduals in a societal group. Section four contains a summary of the results from 
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analyzing a range of parameters in the model. Section five closes the article with a 
discussion around the implications of this model, and the future of computational 
social simulation as part of the research toolbox in the management of creativity 
and innovation.

Background
Sixty years ago, strategies to build creative organizations included the goal to 
increase “the creativeness of five hundred individuals each by, say, one percent.”10 
Behind the idea of marginal increments across an entire organization was the 
notion that direct expertise is a pivotal to triggering change—“those who are to 
do the work are likely to have valuable ideas as to how it might be done.”11 A key 
assumption behind such advice is that nearly everyone is creative to a certain 
extent, yet people who “display lesser talents in this area are trapped by a system 
which serves to suppress even the small degree of creativity which they may 
possess.”12 

Six decades later, the specialized press continues to present general recom-
mendations such as warning against “the hazards of not distributing creative 
responsibilities across the organization.”13 Today many experts subscribe to the 
tenet that most people are born creative, and recommend that employees be 
supported in the process of rediscovering their creative confidence—the disposition 
to generate and try new ideas.14 However, the notion that all people are creative is 
still controversial one,15 and some are not convinced that it is true. The capacity 
to hold contradictory beliefs and the gap between beliefs and behavior can also be 
determinant. For example, while most teachers agree that creativity is universal, 
they also believe that only a small portion (five to ten percent) of their students 
display creative behavior.16 

There are different ways in which the premise of universal creativity is chal-
lenged. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Robert Epstein debated the extent to which 
“reality puts boundaries on what is needed and what is useful,” arguing that if an 
organization tries to make “their twenty-five thousand engineers more creative, 
what happens? Nothing, because … you get lots of new ideas, but no one knows 
which are good and which are bad.”17 It may be that organizations do have systemic 
limits to creative behavior, but we need more evidence—beyond thought experi-
ments and persuasive inferences—to examine such dynamics. 

In practice, most idea generation or ideation techniques rest on two key 
assumptions: first, that all individuals have creative capacity; and second, that 
specific techniques can transform that potential into action. Alex Osborn’s Applied 
Imagination marked the beginning of the corporate use of brainstorming, claiming 
that by enacting a few rules of engagement “the average person can think up twice 
as many ideas.”18 Today, ideation techniques such as brainstorming are commonly 
used tools in business, even though researchers continue to analyze and debate 
their effectiveness.19

These days, many continue to ascribe creative abilities to an elite few. A recent 
study inspecting the genetic roots of creativity and psychosis defined creative 
people a priori as “those belonging to the national artistic societies of actors, 
dancers, musicians, visual artists, and writers,”20 excluding all other professions. 
That a population can be divided into a non-creative majority and a creative elite 
is a simple but consequential assumption, often taken at face value.21 Yet business 
scholars have long warned against limiting creativity to “a very few in key decision- 
making posts.”22

In sum, scholars as well as practitioners debate whether organizations should 
task everyone with generating disruptive ideas, or rather focus on a specialized 
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group of creative types. There seem to be compelling arguments for both scenarios, 
but these may reflect more the ideological stance of their authors than any conclu-
sion supported by evidence. To move forward, we must better understand the type 
of change caused by breadth-first and depth-first approaches, and the leadership 
strategies to deploy across different situations and scenarios. One way to advance 
the study of creativity in organizations is to reconsider first principles, and to 
examine key components and dynamics of the complex themes involved. This 
going back to basics requires a degree of simplification and demands precision and 
clarity. Computational simulations can assist in the systematic study of elemen-
tary processes of organizational creativity. In this article, we adopt an agent-based 
modeling approach to examine these issues and support our reasoning about how 
creativity emerges from the micro-macro interactions in a group. Rather than repli-
cate a specific case, the role of these simulations here is to inform discussion and 
assist in the planning of future work, particularly future experimental studies that 
include both computational simulation and analysis of real teams.

Computational Social Simulation
We address the breadth-depth dilemma here via a computational simulation as a 
means to understand the effects of incentivizing initiatives of change in the organi-
zation. Agent-based modeling is “a computational method that enables a researcher 
to create, analyze, and experiment with models composed of agents that interact 
within an environment.”23 Crucially, these models are analogical in nature—they are 
built to understand the social world by “drawing an analogy between some better 
understood phenomenon and the target.”24 The model we present here extends 
work on agent-based simulation that offered “a new way of looking at the dynamic 
process of social influence.”25 Agent-based simulation (ABS) is suitable for the study 
of individual and group behavior because in systems of multiple interacting agents, 
emergent outcomes grow, enabling experimentation with the model’s variables 
and informed reasoning about the target system. These models are not predictive; 
instead, they are meant “to show the consequences of a few simple assumptions” 
about group change.26 This function is particularly useful when “intuition is not a 
very good guide for predicting what even a simple dynamic model will produce.”27 

In recent years, agent-based simulation has been used to examine challenging 
questions of creativity and innovation.28 Researchers have used a range of compu-
tational agents that model design performance to represent complex design tasks 
where the output is contrasted against data from real cases.29 The team dimen-
sion in such work includes the exchange of information toward a shared goal, 
where every task variable is controlled individually by each agent.30 An alternate 
approach consists of configuring software agents to model results from laboratory 
studies of simplified optimization tasks.31 Researchers in this case have assessed 
team performance by identifying individual agent characteristics that determine 
the frequency of sharing and building upon partial solutions in a group of agents.32 
More recently, that model has been used to compare the effects of collaboration in 
teams of novice designers and software agents suggesting that lower interaction 
frequencies are preferable for simplified configuration tasks.33 Agent simulations 
have also been applied to the study of social learning in groups, showing that 
different types of direct and indirect interaction may affect the performance of 
design teams—particularly when team familiarity is high and task complexity is 
low34—and as a function of team structure.35 

The model we present shifts the focus from modeling design behavior in a 
group of computational agents to modeling the role of agent teams in introducing 
change across an organization. In this article, we use the term “innovation team” 
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to refer broadly to agents in an organization tasked with introducing change initia-
tives. This model belongs to a class of agent-based simulations used to gain qual-
itative understanding of human and social behavior rather than to replicate data 
from case studies or laboratory studies. Such small-scale models are advantageous 
because they are easily communicated, replicated, and extended in comparison to 
agent models that are “burdened by high model complexity.”36 The model extends 
the Axelrod model of culture dissemination, which is a type of two-dimensional 
cellular automata where a population of agents interacts in a shared environment 
guided by simple representations and behaviors—a full description of the modeling 
assumptions and the definition of the variables is given elsewhere.37 In that model, 
agents communicate opinions or ideas, which are encoded as chains of numer-
ical values; specifically, ideas are collections of features with traits. To an extent, 
features in this model represent the size of the problem space, and traits indicate 
the size of the solution space. Thus, the number of design features would be high 
when modeling groups that tackle a problem where many decisions are negotiated, 
whereas in model groups where only a few parameters were discussed, the number 
of design features would be low. When each parameter has only a few possible 
values, the number of traits in the model remains low; when each parameter has 
a vast number of possible values, then the number of traits in the model is large. 
Using car design to illustrate these notions, design features such as “sunroof” have 
binary or yes/no values or traits, whilst design features such as “number of seats” 
may vary from two to seven, and design features such as “exterior color” usually 
have a large number of traits.

The core agent function in the Axelrod model is the local and stochastic 
exchange of ideas. These local interactions create emergent outcomes that help the 
researchers better understand the modeling assumptions and the type of processes 
that are possible in such systems. Caution needs to be exercised to avoid making 
unsupported claims; the value of these models is to support reasoning, to assess 
first principles, and to frame our intuitions and arguments about change initiatives 
in organizations. Notice that the Axelrod model discussed here is domain and task 
independent. 

In the initial state of the Axelrod model, agents are instantiated with a 
unique location in a two-dimensional space and with random values assigned for 
ideas. A torus grid and neighborhood type “von Neumann” (adjacent neighbors 
to the north, south, east and west) are both customary in these models. At every 
simulation step, each agent becomes active and adopts a feature from one of its 
neighbors. Over time, from these local exchanges, the population reaches global 
consensus on an idea collectively built by all agents through their local value 
exchanges. A winning idea in this type of models becomes dominant by the aggre-
gate effect of agent interactions without any centralized control, and since they are 
domain and task independent, there is no need for an objective function to guide 
the search. Experimentation is possible with the factors that lead to convergent 
outcomes, for example the effects of limiting local exchanges to agent compati-
bility.38 Even if the rate of convergence and the shape of the emergent patterns in 
these stochastic models can vary, the general trend to ergodicity is unaffected by 
the number of agents, the type of neighborhoods, or their number of features and 
traits. 

Figure 1 shows a visual representation of the original Axelrod model in two 
frames: the left side shows a population of agents in a two-dimensional grid, or 
lattice, of 10 x 10 agents; to the right, a single agent is magnified and depicted 
via six concentric circles color-coded according to numerical values mapped to a 
color space. Agent #23 with values {0,4,2,4,0,7} is shown in Figure 1. When agents 
interact, these rings change color as a function of the values exchanged with 
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neighboring agents.39 As far as we know, this is an original and visually intuitive 
way of representing agent features and traits in the Axelrod model. This highly 
abstract model simplifies complex systems of organizational creativity such as 
ideation sessions, open innovation programs, and idea banks to a level that enables 
full specificity and advanced clarity of thinking. 

Using an Axelrod model to understand group convergence can be important 
when reasoning about creativity because groups who agree upon criteria such as 
novelty and usefulness consider innovative ideas creative. Other researchers have 
similarly applied the Axelrod model to study themes related to creativity and inno-
vation.40 We suggest here that for these systems to be relevant as reasoning aids in 
the study of creativity, they need to support divergence. One way to capture diver-
gence in these models is to include an agent behavior inspired by the human bias 
to avoid monotonous, homogeneous stimuli. With a mechanism of dissent, agents 
are allowed to introduce a new value with the intention to trigger group change. 

We introduce here two variations to the original Axelrod model in order to 
study principles of change agency in organizations: first, dissent is defined as an 
individual behavior that attempts to generate a new, random value in the pres-
ence of local monotony. This is a behavior observed in social41 and evolutionary 
systems.42 The probability of dissent in social and biological systems is low.43 As 
a baseline, the probability of generating a dissent value in this model is one one- 
hundredth of a percent (0.01%) when an agent perceives full convergence in his or 
her neighboring agents—in other words, when all local interactions repeatedly 
return the same values. The link between such individual dissent and the group’s 
state is based on the observation that change agency which leads to creative 
behavior is associated with traits such as openness and novelty seeking.44 Research 
has shown that introducing change agents in social simulations generates waves of 
gradual convergence and punctuated divergence in the agent groups.45 

Second, we manipulate the scope and degree of dissent in a group. We define 
scope of dissent (DS) as the ratio of agents in the simulation model who engage 
in dissent by generating new values when sensing local convergence as described 
above. The range of values to examine in a group of size N goes from DS = 1/N to  
DS = N: in other words, from the point where only a single agent in the simulation 
displays dissent to the other extreme where all agents have access to the role of 
dissent. Models with low DS values represent organizations where a specialized 
elite—or even a single person—is tasked with generating creative initiatives, while 
models with high DS values represent organizations that aim to include many 
people—possibly the entire group—in creative problem solving. 

Degree of dissent (DD) consists of the level of change that dissenting agents 
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tric circles using color to visual-
ize the string of values adopted 
by every individual in the grid. 
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have access to. The range of parameters in a model where agents exchange f 
features goes from DD = 1/f to DD = f—from agents who dissent by changing only one 
design feature at a time to models where change agents can generate novelty across 
all design features. Models with low DD values represent situations where agents 
propose marginal or incremental changes, while models with high DD values stand 
for situations where new initiatives are radical or disruptive. Introducing degree of 
dissent in the model enables direct experimentation of the effects of breadth-depth 
strategies on radical versus incremental innovation beyond assumptions related to 
structural types.46 Figure 2 illustrates the concepts of scope and degree of dissent 
with eight agents in a circular arrangement. The first case (left) shows a group with 
low scope and low degree of dissent—only one individual presents a differentiated 
value in one of the design features being discussed; the second case (center) shows 
a group with high scope but low degree of dissent—all individuals present one 
differentiated idea; and the third case (right) shows a group with high scope and 
high degree of dissent—all individuals introducing dissimilar ideas across all the 
design features under discussion. 

The scope of dissent defines the number of agents in the simulation capable 
of introducing novelty, whereas the degree of dissent defines the number of 
design features that any given agent can modify. The introduction of dissent in 
the Axelrod model—and in particular the possibility of manipulating its scope and 
degree—helps researchers tackle the breadth-depth dilemma by enabling them to 
examine the effects of increasing “the creativeness of five-hundred individuals each 
by, say, 1%,” as Frederic Randall imagined over sixty years ago.47 This simulation 
model represents Randall’s ideal when the scope of dissent is broad and the degree 
of dissent is low. By systematically varying both the scope and degree of dissent, it 
becomes possible to explore the implications of varying compositions of creativity 
in innovation teams. 

These model variables allow researchers to experiment with factors that shape 
“creative group capacity,” defined here by the likelihood a population has of exhib-
iting cycles of divergence and convergence that transform new ideas (innovations) 
into dominant ideas (traditions).48 In this model, a single agent can trigger a global 
change—albeit with a very low probability—when the group unanimously adopts 
a new value as the result of aggregate local exchanges. For this reason, some might 
consider certain model conditions more conducive to change agency than others. 
In order to systematically compare effects in stochastic models, simulations are 
run over extended periods of time and behavior is averaged across many cases. 
However, beyond average cases, we suggest that meaningful comparisons across 
model conditions include extreme values such as the top decile, since in the study 

Figure 2 Scope and degree 
of dissent. Copyright © 2018 
Ricardo Sosa and Andy Connor.
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of creativity and innovation “the extremes are what matter, not the average or the 
norm.”49

Experimental Approach
The purpose of the experiments we present here is to explore the impact on 
change agency by manipulating the source of new ideas. In particular, our research 
explores the continuum of possibilities between the extremes of lesser and greater 
creative agency in an innovation team and the increase in creative capacities of 
team members—which we understand here as the capacity to introduce change 
initiatives that lead to organizational change. As a result, we vary the two param-
eters we defined earlier: the scope of dissent, DS , and degree of dissent, DD. This 
variation essentially provides insight into the effects of dissent in a group, and the 
effects of introducing marginal or radical ideas into a creative team. Following a 
multi-dimensional modeling approach to computational creativity, DS in this study 
is a group property and DD corresponds to an individual feature.50 

A parameter sweep is carried out in these models by making sure that all 
system conditions are kept constant—including random seed generators—and 
executing a number of cases by manipulating the scope of dissent and gradually 
moving along a specified range of values. This is repeated for different degrees of 
dissent to produce a number of outcomes that can be compared and contrasted. A 
single dependent variable is used here, called “group changes” (Δg)—the number 
of collective changes of dominant values in a population. When a change agent 
introduces a new value, and all the agents in the simulation adopt it to replace a 
previously dominant value, a group change is registered. The sum of Δg is the key 
output from these experiments.

Each simulation utilizes a model with one hundred agents in a 10 × 10 grid, 
with agents having six features and ten traits (N = 100, f = 6, t = 10). As Axelrod 
specified,51 each of the six features associated with each agent may take one of 
ten values. This focus on small groups seeks to increase clarity and support future 
extensions with more complex agent behaviors. Using this model, we explore a 
total of six hundred cases, where each case consists of a unique characterization of 
dissent. Each unique characterization consists of a unique number of agents able 
to cause dissent (DS = 1 to DS = 100, since N = 100) and the extent to which dissent can 
impact the features of the agent, from one to all features (DD = 1 to DD = 6, since  
f = 6). For each case, 103 simulations are performed for a total of 104 simulation 
steps, following recommended model docking practices.52 This enables us to deter-
mine the average outcome for each case with statistical confidence. 

Results
The results we present here are a representative sample of the outcomes from the 
experimental cases outlined in the previous section. For brevity, we present the 
results showing the impact of varying the scope of dissent by just three different 
degrees of dissent. Figure 3 shows the results of varying the scope (DS) and degree 
(DD) of dissent in the extended Axelrod model for the case when the degree of 
dissent is at its smallest. When DD = 1, the degree of dissent is limited to the change 
of a single design feature. This represents the case where the degree of change 
agency exercised by each individual is increased by a small amount. Changing the 
scope of dissent allows the impact of that increase in change agency to be extended 
across the whole team as the value of DS changes from 1 to 100.

Figure 3 plots the average number of group changes (Δg) as columns ordered 
by DS = 1 to DS = 100. When groups have only one agent able to create dissent, the 
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average Δg value is 0.132, a number that increases to 1.104 when one tenth of the 
agent group has access to dissent and reaching a maximum value of 4.876 when 
all agents in the simulation create dissent. Figure 3 also includes a trend line in 
the secondary axis that plots what we define as the group’s “creative efficiency,”—
the average Δg value divided by the number of dissenting agents, essential DS. In 
this sense, creative efficiency is a measure of the team “cost” to stimulate a group 
change. If a large number of dissenting agents only produces a small number of 
group changes, then this is less efficient than when a small number of agents 
produces a large number of group changes. This captures the idea that increasing 
the creative capacity of a group has the obvious consequence of increasing the 
average number of group changes. However, it also suggests that such growth need 
not be linear—it may also lead to a marked decrease in the creative value that indi-
vidual change agents bring to the group.

Figure 4 shows the results of varying the scope (DS) of dissent in the extended 
Axelrod model for cases where the degree of dissent is moderate (DD = 3)—in other 
words, when dissent is limited to half of the design features available to each agent. 
When the degree of dissent is moderate, and only one agent in the simulation 
creates dissent, an average Δg of 0.334 is produced, increasing to Δg = 2.785 when 
one tenth of the agents can dissent, then gradually slowing down to Δg = 7.653 
when all of the agents in the simulation can create dissent. This shows a consider-
able increase in the number of group changes as the degree of dissent is increased.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the results of varying the scope (DS) of dissent in the 
extended Axelrod model for cases where the degree of dissent is radical (DD = 6)—in 

Figure 3 Parameter sweep of 
scope of dissent (DS) from one to 
all one hundred agents (degree 
of dissent DD = 1 of 6 features). 
Copyright © 2018 Ricardo Sosa 
and Andy Connor.

Figure 4 Parameter sweep of 
scope of dissent (DS ) from one to 
all one hundred agents (degree 
of dissent DD = 3 of 6 features). 
Copyright © 2018 Ricardo Sosa 
and Andy Connor.
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other words, cases when the degree of dissent is such that an agent can change all 
of the design features. When the degree of dissent is extreme and only one agent in 
the simulation creates dissent, the average Δg value is 0.717, increasing to Δg = 4.451 
when one tenth of the agents has access to dissent. This growth continues but slows 
down up to a total of Δg = 9.646 when all agents in the simulation are able to intro-
duce new ideas. 

A comparison of the average number of group changes (Δg) shows an important 
interaction between scope and degree of dissent: when new initiatives are disrup-
tive (DD = 6), having one third of the agents in the simulation creating dissent 
produces around seven and a half group changes, a similar range to simulations 
where all agents can generate moderate changes (DD = 3). In groups where all agents 
generate minimal changes (DD = 1), the group produces around five group changes, 
equivalent to that of only one tenth of agents in disruptive groups. What remains 
constant across conditions is that any increase in the scope of dissent is likely to 
increase the creative capacity of the group. However, this is most significant when 
the scope of dissent is increased from a low value and lower gains are observed at 
higher values of DS. 

A comparison of efficiency rates between high, medium, and low DD values 
shows that the efficiency of the first few change agents (low DS values) scales 
uniformly with their degree of dissent (from 72% to 33% and 13%, respectively). This 
means that when dissenting agents are a minority, introducing bolder new ideas 
makes group changes more likely. However, as the number of dissenting agents 
continues to increase in a group, less radical dissent is proportionally more efficient 
than more radical dissent. 

In all three cases analyzed here, the curves for creative efficiency and the 
number of group changes cross when DS = 10, corresponding to the case where ten 
percent of the agents in the simulation can dissent. While increasing the number 
of dissenting agents above this value produces a greater number of group changes, 
such volume is achieved at a cost of decreasing creative efficiency. Although this 
calls for further work to clarify this finding, there are arguments that too many 
creative individuals decrease the effectiveness of innovation teams. For example, 
Jane Prichard and Neville Stanton53 empirically investigated one of the propo-
sitions of Meredith Belbin’s Team-Role Theory by comparing whether a team of 
“Shapers”—a Belbin team role associated with being creative—performed differ-
ently than a mixed team in a management strategy game. Prichard and Stanton’s 
study found that a team of exclusively creative people performed less effectively 
than a more balanced team. Similarly, the argument that teams composed entirely 
of creatives are not always productive54 is relevant to interpret these simulation 
outcomes. 

Figure 5 Parameter sweep of 
scope of dissent (DS ) from one to 
all one hundred agents (degree 
of dissent DD = 6 of 6 features). 
Copyright © 2018 Ricardo Sosa 
and Andy Connor.
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The analysis of average outcomes enables reasoning about creativity in organi-
zations to an extent. However, following practices from the experimental study of 
creative ideation,55 extreme value theory provides a complementary perspective on 
the behavior of these models. Recall that this is feasible here because these models 
are stochastic, which constitutes a reasonable way to deal with non- deterministic 
systems where multiple unforeseen conditions interact to shape outcomes. There-
fore, we now look at the success rate of group creativity—the realization of the 
group’s creative capacity. Cases where this occurs we label here as “innovation 
cases,” which we define as those simulation cases with a large number of group 
changes (Δg ≥ 10). 

Figure 6 plots the number of innovation cases across DS and DD values. Firstly, 
regardless of the degree of dissent, with very small creative minorities—ten 
percent or less of agents able to create dissent—the number of innovation cases 
is negligible. In itself, this contradicts the earlier proposition that ten percent 
was somehow an optimal state, instead suggesting that at least ten percent of 
an innovation team needs to be creative in order to yield creative and efficient 
outcomes. However, the term “innovation case” should not be confused with 
real-world innovation. An innovation case in this study simply refers to a simula-
tion where a larger number of group changes is registered—it does not take into 
account what the social and behavioral impact of continuously introducing ideas 
might have on a real team. Again, further work is needed to fully understand these 
outcomes. However, it is interesting that these simple models help to understand 
why creativity always comes at a price. In this regard, the earlier proposition that 
ten percent is an optimal state can be modified to suggest that ten percent is a 
threshold. Even though increasing the number of dissenting agents more than this 
will result in a loss of creative efficiency, this may be the price to pay if an organi-
zation wishes to grow creatively. Some innovation teams will be prepared to incur 
a greater cost than others to reap the rewards of creativity. In this sense, there may 
be a range of ten to thirty percent of dissenting agents that could be considered as 
a suitable composition for highly functional creative teams. 

With high levels in the degree of dissent (DD = 6), innovation cases rapidly 
increase to twenty percent of cases when one third of the group gains access to 
dissent. The number of innovation cases continues to increase steadily to approxi-
mately half of all cases once more than two thirds of members are change agents. 
When there is a moderate degree of dissent (DD = 3), even when the entire group 
is made up of dissenting agents, innovation cases reach a maximum of twenty 
percent of cases. With low dissent (DD = 1), innovation cases are extremely infre-
quent regardless of the ratio of change agents in a group, occurring only one 
percent of the time. This suggests that perhaps the creation of radical ideas is more 
significant in the propagation of a group change rather than in the number of 
creative agents.

Figure 6 Number of innovation 
cases across DS and DD values. 
Copyright © 2018 Ricardo Sosa 
and Andy Connor.
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In addition to the quantitative analysis, agent-based simulations also support 
qualitative reasoning, in particular with regards to specific phenomena that help 
explain the dynamics of these systems. Figure 7 shows two types of change episodes 
during a simulation, represented in a 3 × 3 grid for clarity. Each episode is shown 
as a row: the first frame (left side) of both episodes shows the step when a change 
agent introduces a new idea to the group in response to a converged state on the 
dominant idea [0,0,0]. In the first episode (top row), the new idea [6,2,6] is generated 
by agent #4, and the second trait [2] is transmitted to neighboring agents #1 and #7, 
then ultimately triggers a group change in seven simulation steps when the entire 
group embraces the new value [0,2,0]. In the second episode (bottom row), agent 
#7 generates the new idea [2,3,8], and the first [2] and second [3] traits are initially 
disseminated as three variations: [2,0,0], [2,3,0] and [0,3,0]. These new ideas die out, 
and the group returns to unanimously adopt the incumbent idea [0,0,0]. 

What is noteworthy here is the possibility of considering the different types 
of group changes that can occur in these models, particularly with populations of 
hundreds of agents. A range with two extremes can be conceptualized in two ways. 
In groups with a minority of change agents (low DS values) that make incremental 
changes (low DD values), the dissemination of new ideas allows for higher control in 
group change. In groups where multiple new initiatives are made in short periods 
(high DS values) and changes are more radical (high DD values), the dissemination 
of new ideas supports higher rates of idea build-up, since new ideas and segments 
of new ideas are likely to interact and generate new variations by cross-over or 
recombination. This suggests that more nuanced strategies are needed by consid-
ering not only the average outcomes, or even the exceptional cases, but the type of 
innovation desired for a specific context. An increased and general creative partici-
pation in the organization could be more suitable when open-ended contributions 
and multiple viewpoints are required. In contrast, specialized and focused partici-
pation could be more suitable when a problem can lead to feature creep or group 
thinking. 

Discussion
The previous section outlined the results of a number of simulation cases where 
the dissent in the simulation is varied. The immediate outcomes of these results 
have been described, but this section discusses the implications of those results in 
relation to the breadth-depth dilemma and the original premise that it is valuable 
to increase “the creativeness of five-hundred individuals each by, say, 1%.”56 The 
results of this modeling work suggest that the presumed benefits of wider creative 
participation as prescribed by Randall57 are partial and could backfire when imple-
mented in unsophisticated ways. While marginally increasing the change agency 
of all agents in a simulation does produce a higher number of group changes, the 
effects are larger when more effort is directed at channeling change agency in a 

Figure 7 Types of change 
episodes during a simulation. The 
top row shows the entire group 
adopting the new value (group 
change); the bottom row shows 
the group returning to adopt 
the incumbent idea. Copyright 
© 2018 Ricardo Sosa and Andy 
Connor.
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smaller proportion of agents. Indeed, the apparent best strategy—as suggested by 
these models—would be to greatly increase creativity across all agents. However, 
this would come at a loss of creative efficiency, essentially a proxy measure 
to represent the overhead of large number of creative individuals who have 
conflicting goals and ideas. 

Clearly, there is scope here to determine the trade-off between a highly 
creative team and the creative efficiency of such a team, for which the best strategy 
will likely depend on the type of desired outcome and a range of contextual condi-
tions. Hybrid strategies could be more appropriate in some contexts—for example, 
actively assigning dissenting roles in large groups or focusing explicitly on maxi-
mizing the degree of dissent in a small group. It may be that such hybrid strategies 
do not need to go very far to obtain the best results—anything beyond thirty to 
forty percent of dissent in a group seems to only increase the creative capacity of 
the group marginally. 

In regards to firms’ innovative capacity to deal with new change initiatives, the 
conditions in this particular model yield an average of ten successful group changes 
over 104 simulation steps. A very small number of exceptional cases reach twice 
that number, justifying the adequacy of applying extreme value theory in studies of 
innovation. 

There are a number of limitations to the current work, which can be divided 
into two categories: internal limitations of the simulation model and external 
limitations that impact the perceived validity of the work. In terms of internal 
limitations, the main issue is the analogical nature of the simulation model. This 
was a purposeful decision: we decided to attempt to generate insight into the 
breadth-depth dilemma in the most elementary way, by testing whether agent 
based simulation has any potential to provide meaningful outcomes to help reason 
about this phenomenon. Having shown that agent-based simulation does have 
the potential to generate meaningful outcomes, a number of model extensions 
could help overcome some of the internal limitations of this work, such as adding 
evaluation functions, or manipulating the number of design features and traits 
in meaningful ways. For example, design features can be represented by utter-
ances in language games.58 Evaluation goals would allow researchers to include 
outputs in the analysis, for example when the agent group is able to find as many 
permutations or combinations that fit a preferred value range. Introducing vari-
able, individual probabilities could also be examined. Grid properties could help 
model-specific conditions such as agent mobility and barriers that impede perfect 
communication. Further possibilities include the introduction of more realistic 
individual agent behaviors or the use of non-homogeneous agent types. 

In general, the challenge with such extensions is to define and manipulate 
model variables that do represent specific target conditions, and to test if and how 
adding layers of complexity adds meaning and clarity and enables traceability of 
system interactions. Even if such options provide a more complex model, there 
remains an open question as to whether or not the outcomes derived through 
the use of agent based simulation bears any resemblance to the performance and 
behavior of real world innovation teams. Although this can be achieved by compar-
ison to existing studies of empirical team performance, there is the possibility that 
discrepancies between the studies may still impact the validity of the outcomes. 
One of the key directions for future work is therefore the conduct of a real-world 
evaluation of team creativity that is later modeled using some of the more complex 
agent simulations as outlined above as necessary. The systematic examination of 
parameter ranges could help reveal and anticipate the effects of different policies 
and strategies that could be subsequently tested in laboratory experiments. 
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Conclusions
The work we present here examines the apparent dilemma of breadth-first vs. 
depth-first strategies in creative organizations. The study proposes to reconsider 
first principles and to examine key components of organizational creativity using 
computational simulations to systematically reason about change agency in inno-
vation teams. This work suggests a number of interesting possibilities to extend 
the scope of organizational creativity research. First, the model shows that adding 
more individuals that give new ideas to a group does not necessarily increase 
the potential for change. Depending on mediating factors, groups with fewer 
change agents can outperform groups with more change agents, or at least the 
gains cannot be expected to be linear. Diminishing returns in creative participa-
tion would suggest that focusing on some—but not necessarily all—individuals 
to generate more radically new ideas may be more critical than simply opening 
creative ideation to larger groups. 

To overcome challenges such as idea blocking during brainstorming sessions, 
hybrid conditions have been examined that combine the benefits of individual and 
group ideation.59 The work presented here suggests other ideation strategies where 
some members of an innovation team (arguably around one-third) specialize in 
generating new radical ideas, and the rest focus on taking those ideas on board and 
making improvements, combinations, and extensions. Field studies have shown 
a similar role specialization in professional design teams, with idea-givers and 
idea-takers combining their strengths.60 One possible advantage of such balance 
of exploration and exploitation of new ideas would be to enable the intentional 
formation of chains or trains of ideas to examine the possible entailments and 
alternatives of radically new ideas. 

The concept of introducing a small number of radically new ideas to promote 
creative performance tends to go against conventional ideation wisdom, which 
promotes the development of as many ideas as possible.61 In many respects, the 
intention of ideation is a process of creating enough ideas that the organization 
is lucky enough to find an innovative one. Interestingly, laboratory studies have 
shown that having too many ideas makes it harder for these ideas to be screened 
and evaluated effectively. In particular, Bruce Reining and Robert Briggs62 identi-
fied “a curve with a positive but decreasing slope in ideation functions [showing 
that] idea-quantity may not be a useful surrogate for idea-quality in certain circum-
stances.”63 Although the study of ideation sessions in terms of idea quantity and 
quality is not directly related to the outcomes of this study, some have noted that 
“exposure to ideas from others is both distracting and stimulating,”64 and it has 
also been seen that an increase of group size in ideation sessions can decrease the 
number of ideas generated.65 The recurring theme in the literature in terms of 
the payback for creativity efforts is consistent with the modeling presented here. 
The trade-off identified in this current study confirms that the greatest number of 
group changes is achieved at a significant loss of creative efficiency. This concept of 
diminishing returns is useful to frame questions and advance early implications for 
practice. 

Initial outcomes of this work, when combined with knowledge from existing 
empirical studies of real world innovation teams, would suggest that there is no 
clear strategy for resolving the breadth-depth dilemma. However, there seems 
to be value in monitoring and supporting a creative critical mass—rather than 
prescribing an elitist creative class—in an organization, and that such a creative 
critical mass may best be achieved by combining a small number of highly creative 
individuals distributed throughout the team in conjunction with strategies to 
increase the creative engagement of every team member. We will explore this in 
future work using computational simulation as a method for different team compo-
sition strategies. 
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